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THE MYTH OF A JUST RULER IN A. IVANOV’S NOVEL  
“THE HEART OF THE PARMA” 
 
Abstract. The article is devoted to analysis of the main character of the novel Ivanov's “Heart of Parma”. The author analyzes 
the principles of the image of the character, in accordance with the genre of the novel structure of the work as-myth. The defining 
feature of a just ruler in the image of Michael Velikopermsky in correlation with the real historical facts, that allows you to see the 
process mythologising reality in the novel, as well as the place of the main character in his genre structure. 
Keywords: Ivanov, The Heart of Parma, novel-myth, the image of the character, novel character, a system of characters, the 
duality. 
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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   
-:  
 
9,    . - 	 . -  
 … #	   . '     
  (99). 
 
,  -   
 +    
 . $-
, ++     
	
  +: 	, 
, ,  , –    

   --, +-
      ! , 
, 
 0 , 
   .  
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,   	? $ ,   , 
 	,  0    ,   ?.. 
– - . -   	  (178). 
 
 $  
 !  –  !. 
«!» 	 $
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  
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 $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 « 	» -
+: «% “ 	”  
, ,     
   “ ” – “”  “	” – “”. 6 
	, “, + ”  
 – “”. 6-
    ,   ». %.  
0  «/
 »  	  
'. /. : [% ' : http://arkada-ivanov.ru]. 
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 
   -
 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 
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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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 -
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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